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THE TERRORIST
OUR HERITAGE FROM ATLANTIS

From Vaughan Shelton's "The View From Eternity, Biography Of A Clairvoyant"

In the Jan-Feb Journal we quoted the Chinese sage, Lao Tse, as saying that uncontrolled breeding had brought down many a great civilization in the past. He fervently hoped this would not be the case in civilizations of the future -- though it is obviously too late for this one! In several of her many "illuminations", Vaughan Shelton's initiate wife, Ruth, shed some Light on the problem.

"The scientific community had always enjoyed special status in Atlantis. Its influence was great and it had traditions of responsibility for the use of its creations. Long after its technical knowledge had increased to the point that laymen had no understanding of how it produced its miracles, it refused to take advantage of their ignorance to exercise power over them.

"During the generation that followed the peak, scientific Atlanteans applied themselves to refining former inventions. But original works were rare and they functioned mainly to preserve the status quo. They cast about for activities that would be challenging, significant and of value to the people. Eventually they found one. That is, a select group of scientists found one.

"One of the few physical afflictions to which members of the society had been subject related far back to the original error that had caused souls to be Earth-bound -- tampering with the evolutions of creature species. The genetical lines of certain families contained genes related to that karma. At relatively long intervals, a child would be born with birth defects that were disfiguring but not painful -- animal, bird or fish features such as cloven hooves, incipient wings or horns, possibly scales or fur on portions of its body.

"Such a birth was considered a disgrace and a family misfortune that had to be concealed, if possible. Unless the disfigurement could be corrected completely with surgery, the parents would arrange to place the child in custody of a pas-
toral family that lived apart from society. It would be cared for well and live out its life in the company of other exiled individuals similarly afflicted. The parents would try to keep the birth a secret and make visits to their offspring furtively. The whole topic of deformed children was a moot subject in Atlantean society, a problem everyone tried to pretend didn't exist."

Another initiate Ruth -- Montgomery -- exposes this shameful problem in more detail in her book, "The World Before".

"Representatives of several scientific disciplines conceived a plan to solve this non-problem. There were plenty of test specimens for study. Parents, when they would admit parentage, were favorable to efforts to transform freak offspring into normal humans who didn't have to be hidden.

"The procedure involved three recourses: Surgery was the first. The second was a raising of the spirit following surgery to speed healing and eliminate scars by means of spiritual measures using music, colors and vibrations. The third was visualized as a means of removing the karmic gene from the genetical pattern so that neither the patient nor his descendants would produce offspring with such disfiguring features.

THAT DANGEROUS INNER SANCTUM OF GENE MANIPULATION

"In the immediate sense, the program was successful. But the practice brought the practitioners into an area of experimentation that had always been avoided by Atlantean scientists as a matter of basic principle. During their research, geneticists had reached the inner sanctum of medical knowledge, the manipulation of gene patterns that made it possible to breed a human fetus without human participation, artificially.

"This was risky enterprise, for powerful elements in Atlantean society would oppose it, as well as most ordinary citizens.

"But the scientific challenge was too compelling to resist. With rationalizations that they were adding a new dimension to their already vast knowledge, the geneticists proceeded with their experiments in secret. If they failed, that would be the end of it. If they succeeded they could present their moral judges with a fait accompli, or keep their success a closely guarded secret.

"The element they could not control or synthesize was soul energy, which a naturally conceived infant receives through its parents. But a substitute was available via the genetical patterns of the higher animals. These received their life energy at conception from the 'pool' in the Earth's astral zone from which all living things, other than humans, are animated. The same energy could be used to animate a synthetic human, combined with measures to speed up the evolutionary process.

"The end product would be, with careful cultivation, a human form by the prevailing criteria of human perfection that would be indistinguishable from natural humans, except by very complex genetical tests. The only difference would be that it was animated by
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Earth energy rather than soul energy.

"The geneticists reasoned correctly that social behavior is a product of progressive training from childhood and that an Earth-form trained with other children would seem exactly like them. They would have some revealing characteristics to a geneticist but none that a layman could detect.

THE IDEAL, DOCILE LABOR FORCE

"The research spanned more than one lifetime and the research group took on the character of a secret society as it recruited new participants to continue the study. For three or four generations the geneticists monitored the individual Earth-forms that had been introduced into society as babes, keeping records of behavior patterns and personality traits. In case the secret were made public, they were prepared with rationalizations that the synthetic humans were identical with natural ones and blended perfectly in society. Another rationalization was that the few forms of labor that still had to be done manually, like harvesting fruit and nuts and domestic work, could be done well and willingly by the docile Earth-forms which, they had discovered, could learn any manual function and would labor tirelessly if it earned them approval.

"The secret group dissolved when its function became nothing more than the keeping of repetitive records. It had been found that the imitation humans could relate well on the physical level and on any mental level that did not require objective reasoning. They had no moral sense, but were programmed by society to behave in an acceptable manner. Since the level of morals in the society was still high at the time, there was nothing to prompt an Earth-form to act anti-socially. Their motivations were basically the same as animals -- to eat, sleep and breed -- but these urges were modified by a strong desire to be approved by human beings. They themselves were unaware that they were different.

"Atlanteans generally were never aware of the experiments or that the end products were living among them. Until the final days of the civilization when decadence was widespread and moral standards declined, there was little outward evidence of the presence of the Earth-forms. During the moral decline, however, they presented an example of unrestrained sensuality. Both males and females were physically attractive and the species became the first to practice sensuality as a profession in Atlantis.

"By nature they were pliable and had the unique advantage of being unable to conceive in intercourse with humans or soul entities. But they could and did conceive prolifically in intercourse with their own species. By the final periods, before the destruction of the continent (9564 B.C.), Earth-forms accounted for about one third of the population. Other problems would develop due to the presence of Earth-forms that would more destructive in the long run than their sensuality... By providing the power-seeking Atlantean priesthood in the final periods with a nucleus of unthinking followers, the sub-species was a contributing cause of
the continent's destruction, if not the primary cause.

"This form of life is identical with the human in all respects but one: It is animated by Earth energy, rather than by soul energy.

THE BLIND FOLLOWERS OF THE MOON GODS

"The difference in the source of animation gives the sub-species many subtle differences in comparison to soul-humans. Its members have limited powers of reasoning, little imagination, no conception of themselves beyond the physical expression, have no native conscience or morality, and are followers by nature. Their characteristics do not align with those of any particular species of Earth creature, but they have the basic motivation of all Earth species to eat, sleep, breed and survive.

"In association with humans they are also motivated by a strong desire for approval, loyalty to whatever individual or group supplies their needs and, occasionally, deep devotion to persons for whom they acquire respect and affection. Having little imagination, they tolerate pain or fatigue to a far greater degree than true humans and can work tirelessly until simple exhaustion causes them to stop.

"Earth-forms can reproduce in any intercourse in which both partners are members of the sub-species. They cannot reproduce in intercourse with a soul entity. At death, their energy returns to the astral pool and the personality shaped in life tends to dissolve (because there is no Higher Self to hold it together). Due to association with humans, however, it is possible for the Earth-forms to develop an elementary personality that it can retain on the astral level and express again when it reincarnates."

In Theosophy the "astral pool" is called the Group Soul and has more individuality than Shelton or his teacher, Ruth, give it here. The Group Soul would likely be a Nature Spirit or Deva of one of the four Elements, earth, air, fire or water -- for instance the Egyptian goddess of cats, Bast. No doubt Earth-forms "graduate" into the human kingdom -- as do dogs, cats, horses and elephants -- by some act of supreme self-sacrifice which gives them individuality.

"All birth channels are accessible to the sub-species, but the force of will of soul entities is so much greater that the latter have first choice of all available birth channeles created by conception resulting from intercourse between humans. Thus, Earth-forms must reincarnate on the basis of opportunity, rather than deliberate choice. In the birth process they can acquire any body vehicle not claimed by soul entities.

"Throughout the roughly 15,000 years since the sub-species was introduced, the opportunities for them to reincarnate in numbers have varied according to the competition for body vehicles and the biological production of vehicles in excess of the needs of soul entities. In very primitive periods, few souls desired
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such experience and the sub-species proliferated. During the growth of progressive civilizations, there would be a smaller surplus of birth opportunities for Earth-forms, at least in the areas where civilization was flourishing.

"In the latter days -- during the past five centuries -- various factors have combined to escalate the planet's population of both sub-species and soul entities, the latter incarnating in great numbers and more frequently due to the opportunities for addressing their karma in more-developed cultures. In spite of this influx of soul entities, the surplus of body vehicles available to Earth-forms was increased steadily. One reason has been the development of medical science and common knowledge of the procedures necessary to decrease infant mortality. Another even more important reason has been the approval given to large families by many cultures and religions that had a desire to expand their numbers, coupled with taboos in many religions against any type of birth control."

A good current example of this is the Church-sponsored "Right To Life" movement here in the USA. This is dedicated to preventing abortion in any shape or form as the false Christ, Looeamong, wants hordes of mindless devotees to be born and grow up for cannon-fodder -- ignoring their Right To Life -- and wasting their lives in the endless religious wars. The late Cardinal Spellman certainly said nothing about the Right To Life when he styled himself the Vicar of our armed forces in Vietnam and urged the soldiers on in the fruitless battle to save Catholic property in that unfortunate country from expropriation.

EARTH RESOURCES STRAINED TO THE LIMIT

"The consequence is that the planet's present population has one of the highest proportions of the Earth-form element there has been since the sub-species was introduced -- well over a third of the total. Thus, the planet can be said to be overpopulated by that percentage, and its resources for providing sustenance for the excess population are strained to the limit.

"When viewed in a philosophical context, the experiments by Atlantean scientists that produced the sub-species are seen as a replay of the original error that caused confinement of souls in the Earth-plane -- tampering with the systems of Earth-life. It brought vast complica-
tions in human experience as a whole by introducing an element into the human family that had no part or steak in human destiny, but which was unrecognized for what it was.

"Earthforms, programmed from infancy in the behavior patterns and general mores of their society, as most infants are, tend to conform to the standards set by society. When these standards are high the members of the sub-species -- by nature inclined to 'live by the book' -- may seem to be the solid citizens who work hard, maintain their families, and generally support the status quo at the lower levels of the social order they usually inhabit.

EARTH-FORMS THE IDEAL TERRORISTS

"When standards are lowered for any reason, or when law and order are not preserved, the sub-species makes an enormous contribution to the jungle atmosphere. A ready example is in the atomosphere of wartime. The propaganda that stirs up national emotions and fosters hate for 'the enemy' is taken with a grain of salt by reasoning soul entities, but literally by Earth-forms. Suggestions to 'kill a Nazi' or 'kill a Jap' are not figurative to entities who cannot reason. They are literal orders with a promise of approval for killing.

"So Earth-forms take up arms by great numbers in all the countries involved and, because of their limited mental capacities, tend to find their places among the shock troops. The military life, with all things provided, little responsibility to do other than as one is told, with sensuality winked at and violence praised, provides a comfortable habitat for Earth-forms. They can kill without a twinge of conscience and, in the frenzy of battle, place as little value on their own lives as they do on the lives of the 'enemies'.

"They are frequently heroes and medal winners. But they acquire a habit of violence and, in the peace times that follow, are numerous among those who cannot adjust to peace. Many join in the fields of crime and escalate violence. In prisons, they are in the forefront of riots, taking suggestions from ringleaders and following them literally. In civil disturbances they turn quickly to violence. When uncontrolled organized crime exists, their morality reflects that of the leaders and they perform much of the savagery in the lower echelons. Since their instincts are those of the pack, the herd or the flock, they tend to gravitate to groups. If the activity of the group is violent, defiant or destructive, they compound the chaos.

"The Essenic scribes were well aware of the sub-species, for most of them lived in eras afflicted by the presence of this violent, unpredictable human element. But they were too responsible to point the finger at an unsuspected alien presence, particularly in the Middle Ages when arrogant power on all sides was shored up by hosts of obedient, unthinking Earth-forms -- the ruthless men-at-arms, executioners and torturers in blind service to their masters. In the general ignorance of the times, the very thesis that some humans
were not 'of God' would have caused the labeling of all enemies, individual or national, as Earth-forms, and justified the wholesale slaughter that was partly avoided because the Church thought 'all sinners can be saved'.

A NEW MEANING FOR "666"

"So the Scribes wrote about the sub-species in the Hidden Tongue for later generations that might be more enlightened and might understand their warnings. They used symbols like 'dogs', 'fool', 'sons of men', 'tares' growing among the wheat and undistinguishable from it, 'wine and water', etc., as well as the symbolic number of Revelation, '666' -- a copy of a copy, a creation that reflected mankind but was not of mankind.

"The earlier Hebrew scribes also pointed to the presence of the sub-species in various references, some of which were quoted later by Essenic scribes such as, 'I lay in Sion a stumbling stone and a rock of offense'. But the most detailed and emotional denunciation of the Earth-form presence is found in the Epistle of Jude, which is almost entirely devoted to the subject, though the literal-minded scholars of the Church supposed the scribe to be denouncing 'sinners', as he intended they should. 'Clouds they are without water, carried about of the winds, trees whose fruit withereth... wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness forever'.

"The Scribes also knew that the labeling of one person as an Earth-form, or a human expression without soul origin, by another involved the risk of the most dreadful karma. They repeated the same warning in different contexts and sometimes in almost the same words, using the term 'fool' to denote an Earth-form: 'Whosoever shall say, thou fool, shall be in danger of hell fire.'

"Ruth said that, for the foreseeable future, there is no positive way of distinguishing an Earth-form from humans of soul origin. The key to the distinction is in the science of genetics, when and if it attains the level of knowledge reached in Atlantis. But that is a long way off. In the meantime, society has three ways of limiting the numbers of sub-species within it and of controlling the influence of this element.

"The first recourse is universally practiced birth control to reduce the number of body vehicles in excess of soul needs.

"The second is a more enlightened general understanding of how the birth process operates, and need for a prospective mother and father to apply thought to deliberately attract a soul with whom they can have a purposeful relationship, and for whom they know they can provide a stable physical pattern. Ruth said that the purposes of karma -- which are the purposes of most births -- are greatly complicated by too large families that divide the attention each child receives from the parents. She said that in terms of karma, the ideal role in most cases was for each parent to reproduce him or herself. She also said that sterilization..."
should be mandatory, a part of the punishment for certain types of antisocial crimes not requiring the death sentence.

"The third recourse of society relates to the natural instinct of the sub-species to conform to the standards of the society in which they live. In the final analysis, society's only sure defense is to keep the standard of behavior, the requirements of citizenship, and relations between humans at such a high that the Earth-form element, by its instinctive conformity, becomes a positive social force.

THE POSITIVE SIDE OF THE MATTER

"The long, objective view of the human drama often sees even the greatest of afflictions and adversities in a different and unexpected light. In commenting on the significance of the Atlantean experiments that introduced the sub-species, Ruth said there was a positive side to the matter, as well as the obviously negative -- which we have been considering.

"The positive conception is that mankind, having lost a realistic conception of itself as a family of universal soul entities trapped in the Earth plane by the laws of karma, had lost all clues to how to escape, and risked compounding its collective and individual karma endlessly, due to ignorance of who and what a human being is. The sub-species, constituted to reflect humanity in all its aspects, both constructive and destructive, serves as a clear mirror in which mankind can view itself and see the effects of its good judgment and its errors -- to recognize itself for what it is, then use its intelligence to recapture its higher identity. From this viewpoint, creation of the sub-species can be taken as a benefit produced by soul urging." ("The View From Eternity" by Vaughan Shelton, published in 1982 by Forbes Nichols, PO Box 996, Pocatello, Idaho 83204, price not given, soft covers, 186 pages.)

A STEP IN THE DIRECTION OF QUALITY CONTROL

Times Wire Service, Anderson, South Carolina, Nov. 11, 1983: "Three confessed rapists were sent to prison for 30 years Friday, with an unusual choice. They can obtain their freedom at any time if they agree to be castrated. Circuit Judge C.V. Pyle imposed the sentence Thursday in a case he called 'the most horrible' he has heard. The victim was repeatedly raped, beaten and burned with a cigarette lighter. She nearly died...

"The defendants appeared stunned as they listened to the sentence -- 30 years -- the maximum term for first degree criminal sexual misconduct -- or castration with five years' probation. (A defendant's attorney said) he had advised his client against castration, 'Not only is it barbaric but it's a badge of slavery... It comes down to three people who happen to be black... Judge Pyle said 'in similar circumstances I would most certainly consider castration for whites. I would say the acts performed by the defendants were very, very barbaric also.'"
The information that follows, and the comment on it by myself is presented with the sole purpose of attempting to clarify the murkiest aspect of the UFO mystery for all who earnestly seek the answers. With the earnest seeking, it is almost mandatory for the truly sincere person to be intellectually bold enough to realize that the superphysical is very real... 

The messages are authentic communications through a form of telepathy, by myself, with an unseen intelligence or intelligences. In every case I was fully conscious and at no time was I under any form of control, seen or unseen. I had the power to instantly terminate any contact at any time, and the power to interrogate the invisible communicator in the course of the communication... 

To the best of my knowledge I have no telepathic power whatever with other human beings, and it is my present view that this system of communication used by these intelligences is simply tuned to the personal frequency of the human being and the intelligence passed in this way. No person should conclude that any special ability is required... Immediately upon terminating each contact the messages were compiled into written form as close to verbatim as possible. Later communications were taped, but none of these are now available and any tapes offered for sale using my name in this connection are bogus... 

Trevor: "Are you etheric beings or are you possessed of a fleshly physical body such as mine?"

Ashtar: "I am etheric. I do not have a fleshly body like yours, bounded by flesh. But it is possible for me to make my being visible to your optics by certain changes in the vibratory rate."

Trevor: "This would mean that you are normally invisible to us?"

Ashtar: "Yes."

Trevor: "As you are an etheric being, are other etheric beings visible to you?"

Ashtar: "Yes, although not exactly in terms of optical vision as you know it."
It was about eighteen months after this communication had been received that I gained a rather startling proof of its validity. Realizing early in the game that an understanding of at least the rudiments of occultism and other aspects of philosophy were vital, I had pursued various phases of these subjects in the role of an investigator.

I paid a call on a distinguished European lady in Los Angeles with an international reputation as a seer and psychic. Discussing various aspects of her faculty with me and answering my questions, she suddenly sat bolt upright in her chair. "Have you ever had any contact with any non-physical beings?" she asked with a smile. I replied that I believed I had, but not be completely sure.

She then said, "There is a magnificent looking being standing beside you, and he communicates to me that his name is Ashtar. Do you know him?"

I replied that the personality was familiar and she gave me a full description of him as she saw him clairvoyantly. Seven feet tall, extremely stern, helmeted and giving the impression of being a sort of military man.

GUARDIAN COMMANDER OF CIS-LUNAR SPACE

This was extremely interesting insofar as Ashtar had described himself as the "Commandant, Vela Quadra Sector, Realms of Schare, All Projections, All Waves", and therefore would probably be a military type of being.

Since I had not told her anything of my own activities in the UFO field, and she had never previously met me, I considered this incident to be a somewhat remarkable indication that Ashtar, in describing himself, had in fact told the truth, insofar as we could establish that truth. I saw nothing myself, being possessed of only ordinary sight...

Trevor: "From your statement that you are etheric, am I to presume that you have evolved beyond the stage of a physical and astral body?"

Ashtar: "Correct. I do not possess a physical casing of the dense type such as yours. I am definitely etheric as are all people on other planets in this solar system. (The Rosicrucian chart on page 1 of the Jan-Feb Journal illustrates this.) However, this does not mean that we are invisible to each other as we are to you under normal circumstances. We see each other and live much as you do, but we do not have this dense physical casing which you possess.

"The advantages, benefits and comforts of this living are enormous, and the irritations of the fleshly envelope are most uncomfortable. Unless we choose to convert the vibrational frequencies of our bodies to one which is visible to your optics, we remain invisible to your people. Highly evolved people, with a good 'psychic eye' as you call it, can sometimes see us in vaporous form, although
we may be invisible to other earthlings in the same location. When your clairvoyants travel to our civilizations on other planets, they see and are able to interpret our lives because they are not using their physical eyes but their astral or psychic sight, to which we are visible just as though we were physical."

Trevor: "When you become visible to our eyes does the person who sees you know that you are a 'converted etheric'"

Ashtar: "Not as a rule. The conversion can be made so completely that a physical person encountering us thinks that we, too, are physical."

WORKING WITHIN HUMAN LIMITATIONS

Trevor: "What of those who claim to have been up in your craft?"

Ashtar: "In our contacts with earthlings we have to be careful not to go beyond their understanding. In these instances, the ships and all entities within them are converted to a vibrational level at which they had the substance of physical things as known to you. Whether the experience was physical or astral is not known to some people who had the experience."

Trevor: "The astral and etheric concepts are difficult to grasp at first."

Ashtar: "Persist and have faith. There is much to learn."

Trevor: "I wish to ask a question or two concerning etheric substance."

Ashtar: "We will be glad to answer whatever we can for you. We wish to arm you with as much knowledge as possible, and are limited in this only by your power to assimilate it. I do not wish to talk over your head but we will supply you with knowledge to the limit of your understanding."

Trevor: "I am puzzled by the concept of etheric matter. For example, there is one case on record where one of our jet aircraft flew right through a space ship without hitting anything solid whatever. Are your ships made of a vaporous substance or are they a different form of earthly matter?"

Ashtar: "We have all the elements you know on earth and many more. The etheric form of these metals differs in its atomic and molecular structure from earthmade metals. For example, the distance between the nucleus and the orbiting electrons of the etheric iron nucleus is much greater than in iron as you know it on earth. This permits the atoms of earthly steel to pass right through the atoms of etheric steel in such a way nothing happens to either form of steel. The etheric form of steel enjoys a higher vibratory rate than earthly steel and therefore is not apparent to earthly vision, or if you prefer, physical eyesight. Under certain circumstances it becomes visible, as in the presence of certain atmospheric gases of Shan (earth) or at will in accordance with the desire of the controlling intelligence. No matter how great the mass of the etheric substance,
even a space ship measuring many miles across in your measure, physical matter cannot damage or injure it or its contents."

Trevor: "When you speak of making etheric matter visible at will, is this the way that George Adamski was permitted to take his now famous photographs?"

Ashtar: "Yes, Ether ships as they have been called on your surface, have been made visible to and for certain individuals, selected, upon your surface of whom Adamski is one. Normally, the ships are part of the invisible world."

Trevor: "If one were to develop astral vision, or the psychic eye, would he be able to see the ships?"

Ashtar: "No. Not unless the vibratory rate of the ship were converted to the vibratory range of astral vision. Remember, the etheric vibratory rate is higher than the astral. Very few physical humans have some perception of the etheric, but they are not normal people as you know them and for the most part dwell in very secluded places. As a general rule, perception of the etheric through vision cannot be accomplished except through the will of the etheric, converting etheric substance to a vibratory level where it is physically visible."

CLEANING UP THE NUCLEAR FALLOUT

Trevor: "Is the puzzling phenomenon of the fireballs dropped from your craft?"

Ashtar: "Yes."

Trevor: "What is their purpose?"

Ashtar: "The fireballs are nullifiers for certain radioactive effects which your scientists do not even know they are releasing. These nullifiers prevent the poisoning of your people, and are released upon the orders of our Heavenly Father. We cannot intervene actively in the cessation of such experiments but we must do all possible to prevent the wanton destruction of human life resulting from these experiments."

Trevor: "It has been noted that the air contains a large percentage of copper after these fireballs have been seen."

Ashtar: "This is true. It is part of the fireball's function. For the most part, these fireballs are seen in the vicinity of atomic installations and laboratories. But not all fireballs are ours, and all do not have the same purpose."

"The implication of this message is clear. More than one faction must be at work, for 'not all fireballs are ours'. Soon I was to learn the truth of this, and in learning this truth, to gain information which unravelled many of the unsolved mysteries of the UFO." (To be continued in the next Journal, with excerpts from Chapter Three, "Foes".)
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"To date, in twelve years of non-physical activities, I find no evidence to substantiate the biblical notions of God and afterlife in a place called heaven. Perhaps I have found this and simply haven't recognized it. . . Let's start with prayer, which is supposed to be a direct communication with God. . . Somewhere, someone knew how to pray. He tried to teach others. A few learned the methodology. . . Gradually the technique was lost. . . only rarely has the rediscoverer been able to convince others that the Old, Established Way is not quite right. . .

"Here is an illustration. On one non-physical excursion I was speeding through nothing back to the physical with everything apparently well under control. Without warning, I rammed into a solid wall of some impenetrable material. I wasn't hurt, but I was utterly shocked.

"The material was hard and solid, and seemed to be made of huge plates of steel overlapping slightly and welded together. Each had a slight curvature as part of a globe. I tried to push through it, but could not. I went up, down, to the right and to the left. I was absolutely sure my physical body lay beyond this barrier.

"After what seemed an hour of scratching, clawing and pushing at this barrier, I prayed. I used every prayer I had ever learned and made up a few special ones. And I meant every word more than I had ever meant anything in my life. I was that frightened. Nothing happened. I was still plastered against the barrier, unable to get through and back to my physical body.

"I panicked, I clawed, screamed and sobbed. After this proved futile, I finally calmed down only out of emotional exhaustion. Feeling lost, I lay there and rested, clinging to the cold, hard wall. I dont know how long I lay there until the ability to think objectively returned. But it did. I couldn't stay there forever -- or at least I didn't want to. It seemed an impossible situation. Where before had I encountered an apparently impossible situation? I remembered. Years before a friend and I had purchased an airplane whose flight characteristics we did not know. The only reason we bought this particular plane was that it was cheap and in good condition. After several practice flights around the field we decided to take it up for acrobatics. With
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borrowed parachutes we took off and headed up to around ten thousand feet.

AFTER THE ACCEPTED PROCEDURE, THEN WHAT?

"We took the plane through several lazy eights, a few sloppy loops and several spins. Everything seemed all right. After climbing back to altitude we nosed the ship down slightly and popped stick and rudder into a snap roll.

"The next thing we knew we were in a spin. We centered stick, and forward, the accepted recovery procedure. It had worked beautifully before. But not this time. The spin became flatter, faster, and was developing a whiplike action. Opposite rudder against the spin, bursts of power, none had any effect on the spin. If anything, the spin worsened and the ground was coming up fast.

"Bill looked around from the front cockpit, his face white. He yelled at me over the wind roar, 'We better get out of here!' "

"I was ready to leave, too. The only thing that kept me there a few more seconds was the possible loss of the airplane for which I had saved so long. I reasoned, we've tried everything except the procedure that violates the rules, the one thing not to do if you're in a spin. Pull back on the stick, What did I have to lose?

"I pulled back on the stick. The ship straightened out of the spin immediately and gathered flying speed. I rolled it until the earth was where it belonged. We landed safely and crawled out shakily and sat on the ground. We had fallen into an outside spin. Neither of us had seen such a spin before, much less tried one.

"I remembered the outside spin. I tried to apply the concept as I lay there panting against the barrier. Forward, up, down, right, left -- no good. There was just one remaining direction, although my knowledge said definitely at was not right. It could not make things any more worse to try, so I did; and only a few moments later, I was back in the physical shaken but safe.

"Which way? It was obvious in hindsight: away from the barrier, back in the direction from which I had been traveling. Why this worked I do not know. Nor do I know what the barrier was.

"Perhaps it could be rationalized that prayer did work. I did get back, didn't I? If it did, it was not in the manner that religion taught me. No helping angel came hurrying to give me aid and comfort. . . "

For those of you who wish to be a Chrononaut, a time-traveler, Monroe's "Journeys Out Of The Body" is the most complete and instructive we've seen yet. It's a straightforward, no-nonsense text without metaphysical gobbledegook or exotic Oriental trappings, now in paperback, a Doubleday Anchor Book for $6.95.
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THE WORLD POWER GRID SYSTEM, PART IV
By Riley Hansard Crabb

In Peter Tompkins' massive tome on "Secrets Of The Great Pyramid" -- a Harper Colophon paperback, $8.95 -- we find evidence to support the Russian claim that the great pyramid at Giza, Cairo, Egypt is the No. 1 vortex or crossing point of the world's Master Grid Lines. There is this anecdote on page 278:

"Sir W. Siemens, the British inventor, related that one day while he was standing on the summit of Cheops' pyramid an Arab guide called his attention to the fact that whenever he raised his had with his fingers outspread an acute ringing noise was heard.

"Raising just his index, Siemens felt a distinct prickling in it. When he tried to drink from a wine bottle he had brought along he noted a slight electric shock. So Siemens moistened a newspaper and wrapped it around the bottle to convert it into a Leyden jar. It became increasingly charged with electricity by simply being held above his head.

"When sparks began to issue from the wine bottle, Siemens' Arab guides became distrustful and accused him of practicing witchcraft. One of the guides tried to seize Siemens' companion, Siemens lowered the bottle towards him and gave the Arab such a jolt that he was knocked senseless to the ground. Recovering, the guide scrambled to his feet and took off down the Pyramid, crying loudly."

Remember, the voltage gradient at the Pyramid is said to be 500 volts per meter. That's over twice the general average gradient of 200 volts per meter. Tompkins also quotes L. Turenne, a French engineer and professor of radio who "maintains that all sorts of different forms -- being combinations of different frequencies -- act as different types of resonators for energy in the cosmos. This has led to speculation that the Pyramid might be some sort of gigantic lens which is able to focus an unknown energy simply by means of its shape."

Physicists should be able to calculate the refractive index of the sloping sides of the great Pyramid at Giza, once they accept the existence of a central sun at the center of the earth. The Law of Polarity suggests that if the Sun of our Solar System is Masculine, the Sun of our Earth is Feminine and a great and hitherto unsuspected source of energy -- though known to occultists.
The Edgar Cayce Controls were certainly aware of this. We are reminded of this by Dr. Michael (Baran) Anteski in a paper recently sent to us: "Cayce described a crystal-refractive, energy-beam, space-flight technology in ancient Atlantis, mentioning 'use of the elevator in buildings in the earth,' which suggests some kind of intensive deep-earth activity. He related the Atlantean energy rays to a 'connection with internal influence of the earth'.

"Cayce said Atlantean space craft operated by remote control. How might this relate to our inner-earth model? Gravitonic waves travel at the same speed as light -- quantum velocity. The scenario for a remote station's control-beacon would be a deep energy field rising up through an excavation from the low-crustal level, being refracted (bent) by a large crystal at the station near the surface, and re-directed. When a UFO enters the reflected beam, it could become so energized by it as to be, in a sense, 'part' of it -- a semi-energy-quantum. By adjusting a certain crystal 'receiver' aboard the craft -- crystals have been reported by UFO contactees -- that matches the desired station's crystal, the crew could adjust their energization up or down, regulating the craft's lift and velocity accordingly.

**EVIDENCE FOR AN INHABITABLE INNER EARTH**

"The literature on this subject is enormous and a habitable inner earth is not out of the question from a scientific standpoint. Inner recesses could be illuminated by intense electromagnetism which we can show exists below the surface, and oxygen would be formed in the caverns via electrolytic hydrolysis of water vapor. The Auroras are a familiar example of spontaneous light phenomena related to intense magnetism -- convergence of the earth's magnetic fields above the poles." Dr. Anteski welcomes correspondence on his theories and can be reached at 479 North Cary St., Brockton, Mass. 02402.

Whether we speak of a Central Sun in the earth or a "molten core" both occultist and physicist agree that there is a source of energy there, radiating waves toward the surface. In a well illustrated paper, "Tesla's Secret and the Tesla Soviet Weapons", sent to us in 1981, Tom Bearden establishes a graphic and mathematical basis for the kindling effect of the molten core and the resulting energy beams coming to the surface. He leaves little doubt that Nikola Tesla discovered this inner earth energy ninety years ago and invented many ways to put it to practical use -- most of which were suppressed by Wall Street and J.P. Morgan, Senior in the early 1900s. So it remained for the Soviets to rediscover Tesla's work after World War II and to develop tac-
tical weapons from it, such as the standing wave of non-Hertzian energy along the Pacific coast here. Among other things it apparently deflects the jet stream way south, allowing Arctic air to move relentlessly down across the nation, producing the most violent and destructive winter in our history.

"Before the turn of the century, Tesla had discovered and was utilizing a new type of electric wave," Bearden writes. "Tesla repeatedly stated his waves were non-Hertzian, and his wireless transmissions did not fall off as the square of the distance. His discovery was apparently so fundamental -- and his intent to provide free energy to all humankind so clear -- that it was responsible for the withdrawal of his financial backing, his deliberate isolation, and the gradual removal of his name from the history books. By 1914 or so Tesla had been successfully isolated and was already nearly a 'nonperson'. Thereafter Tesla lived in nearly total seclusion, occasionally surfacing -- at his annual birthday party for members of the press -- to announce the discovery of an enormous new source of free energy, the perfection of wireless transmission of energy without losses, fireball weapons to destroy whole armies and thousands of airplanes at hundreds of miles distance, and a weapon, the Tesla Shield I've dubbed it, that could provide an impenetrable defense and thus render war obsolete."

LTCOL Thomas E. Bearden (Ret) is a Nuclear Engineer and Director of A&ECD, 1902 Willis Road SE, Huntsville, Alabama 35801. His 25-page paper "Tesla's Secret and the Soviet Tesla Weapons" is a long needed "tearing away" of the veil which the American Establishment, MIRO, put over Tesla's monumental work for mankind.

PERSONALIZING THE TESLA FREQUENCY OR SCHUMANN RESONANCE

Interestingly enough, medical science has revealed our personal resonance with the Earth's heartbeat of 7.8 Hertz or cycles-per-second. This frequency was discovered by Tesla 60 years before the German physicist, Schumann, rediscovered it in the 1950s. How do we as individuals tie into it? By our heartbeat, how else! Itzhak Bentov describes it and illustrates it most clearly in his little paperback book, "Stalking the Wild Pendulum" -- which should be required study in every New Age organization worthy of the name!

"Each beat of the heart shakes the whole body," writes Bentov, "and the body has a typical response to this beat which is quite easily measured. Figure 13 shows what such motion looks like when measured with a sensitive, seismographlike instrument. This movement is clearly related to the heartbeat; in fact the largest peak we see in this graph is caused by the ejection of blood from the heart's left ventricle. The portion between the largest peaks looks fairly irregular and is caused by the vibration of the body"
This is surprising, and when we look into the reasons for this behavior, we find the heart-aorta system has become a so-called resonant system, as shown in Fig. 15, in which the length of the aorta forms one-half a wavelength of this system. By resonant system we mean that it resonates just like a tuned musical instrument.

"Here is what seems to be the case: When the left ventricle of the heart ejects blood, the aorta, being elastic, balloons out just beyond the valve, and causes a pressure pulse to travel down along the aorta, Fig. 16. When the pressure pulse reaches the bifurcation in the lower abdomen -- which is where the aorta forks in two to go into the legs -- part of the pressure pulse rebounds and starts traveling up the aorta. If in the meantime the heart ejects more blood, and new pressure pulse is travelling down, these two pressure fronts will eventually collide somewhere along the aorta and produce an interference pattern. This is reflected in the movement of the body and is the reason for the irregular pattern of body motion in Fig. 13.

SLOWING DOWN FROM BETA TO ALPHA

"However, when the breathing stops (or slows down as when in deep meditation) it looks as if some communication has been set up between the heart and the bifurcation. Some kind of a signal seems to travel from the bifurcation to the heart, saying 'hold it, hold your next pulse until the echo from the bifurcation returns to you -- only then should you eject the next quantity of blood'. When this happens, and the echo and pulse move up and down in synchrony, then such a system is said to be in resonance. It causes the body to move up and down about seven times a second, hence the nice, regular, large-amplitude
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sine wave pattern in Fig. 14. The amplitude of this signal is about three times the average of the normal signal. Another characteristic of resonant behavior is that it requires for its maintenance a minimum amount of energy.

YOU AND THE EARTH, A TUNED RESONANT SYSTEM

"You recall that the resonant frequency of the earth -- ionosphere cavity -- is about 7.5 cycles per second and the micromotion of the body is about 6.8 to 7.5 Hz. This suggests a tuned resonant system. We may say now that in deep meditation the human being and the planet start resonating and transferring energy. This is occurring at a very long wavelength of about 40,000 km., or just about the perimeter of the planet. In other words, the signal from our bodies will travel around the world in about one-seventh of a second through the electrostatic field in which we are embedded. Such a long wavelength knows no obstacles, and its strength does not attenuate over large distances. Naturally, it will go through just about anything: metal, concrete, water, and the fields making up our bodies. It is the ideal medium for conveying a telepathic signal..."

And we might add, Itzhak Bentov, for conveying a Radionic healing rate almost instantly anywhere in the world! The Radionist does not send or broadcast energy from himself or herself to the subject a thousand miles away. The subject's witness and the indicated homeopathic remedy or balancing rate are placed on or in the little ELF wave black box, tuning it to the subject. The healing or balancing energy comes from the earth's charged field directly around the subject. No space or time are involved -- as Tom Bearden has worked out mathematically in his paper on Tesla, and in his book, "The Excalibur Briefing". Bentov's book, "Stalking the Wild Pendulum", is a Bantam paperback, $2.95, 1977, published by Bantam Books 666 Fifth Ave., New York NY 10019.

WHY NO RIOTING IN RUSSIA?

"You say that the ELF waves go through anything and everything," reminded a listener at the Los Angeles lecture. "Is it possible that the Russian leaders consider their own people expendable? That Woodpecker rate must affect them, too."

Of course the Soviets consider their people expendable -- just as do our leaders when government policy calls for the invasion of a foreign country such as Vietnam -- or an atomic testing program with its resulting fallout of destructive nuclear radiation. There are three good reasons why the Russian people are not reacting to that riotous Woodpecker rate. First is the difference between their 50 cycle electrical system and our 60 cycle or Hertz electrical system. Bob Beck said in his talk on Psychotronic warfare that the 5.340 Megahertz carrier of the Woodpecker is a higher harmonic of our 60 Hertz rate, thus making the wiring system of every American home a re-broadcaster of the Woodpecker. Second is the universal Fluoridation of public water supplies in Russian cities. Addition of this odorless, tasteless poison, sodium fluoride, one of the dead-
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liest poisons in the world, to their water weakens the will of
the Russian people, makes them docile, easily suggestible. This
satanic idea originated, not in Communist Russia but in Nazi Ger-
many! In the 1930s Adolf Hitler wanted the German people to be
more susceptible to his devilish oratory and the chemists of the
I.G. Farbinindustrie came up with sodium fluoride, a form of chemi-
cal lobotomy to the unsuspecting. After World War II broke out
with the invasion of Poland in 1939, the Russian Commisars enthu-
siastically adapted the idea from the German leaders.

VODKA, THE OPIATE OF THE COMMUNIST MASSES

The third reason why the Russian people seem to be compara-
tively unaffected by the ELF wave, Woodpecker broadcasts from Riga,
Gomel and Kiev is their generous consumption of Vodka. Back in
the early 1900s the Communist leader, Lenin, sneered at Eastern
Catholicism as "the opiate of the people". When the Soviets got
control of the nation they substituted the bottle for the Icon
and the production and sale of Vodka and other alcoholic beverages
is one of the most profitable industries of Russian state capital-
ism -- as it is in most other Eastern bloc countries.

This was revealed to us by Juri Lima, young Estonian Flying
Saucer researcher whose story is in the Sept-Oct 1982 Journal,
translated by Associate Haakon Blomqvist: "How long could you
keep up this activity without interference from the KGB?"

JURI: "About two or three years. Several people in our group were
interested in philosophy and some had become vegetarians and tee-
totalers."

BLOM: "How did the KGB find you?"

JURI: "Somehow they found out there were young people gathering
who didn't drink and had peculiar philosophical ideas... (They
said) If you persist we will make it impossible for you to live
here in Estonia. Also you do not drink. This is not good. You
must have religious reasons..."

Of course American Nazi/Fascist leaders consider us expen-
dable too. Fluoridation of public water supplies is a fact in
many cities. Consumption of huge quantities of liquor is a fact; but the facts of the surveillance of the planet by advanced beings
from outer space are suppressed, as are the details of the World
Power Grid System which we discuss here, and of the fact that UFOs
navigate along those Grid lines -- as Capt. Bruce Cathie discovered
back in the 1960s -- and French researcher Aimee Michel in the 1950s.

Since that brief flurry of news stories in 1978, there have
been no articles in the Los Angeles "Times" about the psychotronic
warfare raging between the United States and Russia, no hint by the
government or anyone in authority that the devastating winter of
1983-84 is the result of weather manipulation from Russia, from
those huge Tesla Magnifying Transmitters. (To be continued)
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That Astral Travel Frequency, It's a Lulu!!

"Not too long ago I discovered a way to use my Radionics Treatment machine to help me to Astral Project into the 4th Dimension. This was done by writing out a positive statement on a piece of paper and placing it in the witness well. After attaining the rate of vibration which the paper contained, I then hooked up the foot plates and treatment plate to myself and proceeded to transmit this same vibration into my own system. After the treatment was over, I felt a strange tingling sensation which seemed to surround my whole body.

"I then retired to bed for the space of one hour. During this time I had a true to life Astral Projection. But the only setback I suffered from this experience was the Demons which tried to possess my soul in the process. I had to rebuke them in the name of Jesus Christ, my Lord. After I returned to my own space-time frame I swore I would never use this same frequency setting again. It damned near killed me!

"I was wondering, Mr. Crabb, do you know how I could do this without running into the same type of problems? I would really like to learn how to use my machine without the risk of possessing myself with the same Demon for purpose of Astral Travel. I hope you could give me some advice here."

S.G., Clearwater, Nebraska

No, there's no way of avoiding going through the Lower Astral to get to other levels of consciousness, but with practice it can be traversed very swiftly. Dion Fortune said it always felt like a "sickening swoop" when she made her projections. The demons you saw were your own vices and passions objectified in their own very real world, the world of the emotions. That's why they are called "The Dweller on the Threshold", and they do bar your way to Higher Consciousness until you learn to face them without fear. In the Mystery Schools the pupil or chela goes through years of purification and training in emotional control before attempting the Rite of Passage; but, being typically American, you want to do it with the flick of a switch! You succeeded! Now you know something of what it is like to be a Time-traveller, a Chrononaut, and, like the Martian described in the last Journal, learn to roam the solar system at will, in the service of the Light. Without such dedication, just to experiment with time-travel "for the hell of it", or for so-called scientific reasons, is dangerous and will lead eventually to the Left Hand Path. Remember Jesus' admonition: "He who is not for Me is against Me." Once awakened to the reality of
other worlds, other levels of consciousness -- and to the superhuman powers which they confer upon a person -- the decision must be made, to work with Evolution or to oppose it. There is no middle ground, only an abyss.

THE DIVIDING OF THE WAY

This choice of Paths is well illustrated in our Western Mystery Tradition by Tarot Trump No. 6, of the set of visual aids designed for our use by the Teachers of our race. Temptation would be a more apt title than L'Amouraux, though both the higher and the lowers aspects of sex are there.

I favor the Knapp deck because of the artistry as much as anything else. J. Augustus Knapp was a first class painter -- as well as a 33rd Mason -- and the deck was created and issued here in California in 1929 by Manly Hall, and is again available for $8.95 from his Philosophical Research Society, 3910 Los Feliz Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90027. His little book on the Tarot is $2.95. I had the pleasure of giving an illustrated lecture "The Application of Tesla's Technology In Today's World" at the Society, Friday, Jan. 13th, a lucky day.

LILITH AND HER DOMINATING PASSIONS

"In Locale II (the Lower Astral world) reality is composed of deepest desires and most frantic fears," writes Robert Monroe in "Journeys Out of the Body". "Thought is action and no hiding layers of conditioning or inhibition shield the inner you from others, where honesty is the best policy because there can be nothing less... in the Second Body, raw emotion so carefully repressed in our physical civilization is unleashed in full force. To say that it is overwhelming at first is a massive understatement. In conscious physical life this condition would be considered psychotic.

"My first visits to Locale II brought out all the repressed emotional patterns I even remotely considered I had -- plus many I didn't know existed. They so dominated my actions that I returned completely abashed and embarrassed at their enormity and my inability to control them. Fear was the dominant theme -- fear of the unknown, of strange beings (non-physical), of death, of God, of rule-breaking, of discovery, and of pain, to name only a few. Such fears were stronger than the sexual drive for union which, as noted elsewhere, was in itself a tremendous obstacle.

"One by one, painfully and laboriously, the exploding uncontrollable emotional patterns had to be harnessed. Until this was accomplished, no rational thought was possible. Without rigorous consistency, they begin to return. It is much like a slow learning from unsanity to calm objective reasoning. An infant learns to be
'civilized' in its growth through childhood to adult status. I suspect the same thing occurs all over again in the adaptation to Locale II. If it doesn't happen during physical life, it becomes the first order of business upon death.

THE WORLD OF THE EARTHBOUND

"This implies that the areas of Locale II 'nearest' the physical world -- in vibratory frequency? -- are peopled for the most part with insane or near-insane, emotionally driven beings. For the most part this seems to be true. They include those alive but asleep or drugged and out in their Second Bodies, and quite probably those who are 'dead' but still emotionally driven. There is evidence to support the former and the latter seems probable.

"This near area, quite understandably, is not a pleasant place to be. It is a level or plane where you 'belong' until you learn better. I don't know what happens to those who don't learn. Perhaps they stay there forever. The moment you dissociate from the physical via the Second Body, you are on the fringes of this close-by section of Locale II. It is here that one meets all sort of disjoined personalities and animate beings. If there is a protective mechanism for the neophyte, it was not apparent to me. Only by cautious and sometimes terrifying experimentation was I able to learn the art or trick of passing through the area. I still am not precisely sure of all items in this learning process, and so have presented only the obvious. Whatever the process, I have happily not encountered trouble in these passages for several years.

From his experience Robert Monroe gives detailed instructions for developing conscious out-of-the-body travel -- for one to become a Chrononaut -- and aroused considerable interest in others who want to develop this skill; so he has formed the Monroe Institute of Applied Sciences to teach it. The address is Route 1, Box 175, Faber, Virginia 22938, phone 804-361-1252. Write to him for details and for copies of his book if it can be obtained elsewhere.

TIME TRAVEL, TIBETAN STYLE

H.P. Blavatsky, writing in "Isis Unveiled", Vol. II: "At the time when Abbe Huc was living in Paris, after his return from Thibet, he related -- among other unpublished wonders -- to a Mr. Arsenieff, a Russian gentleman, the following curious fact that he had witnessed during his long sojourn at the Lamasery of Koumboun. One day while conversing with one of the lamas the latter suddenly stopped speaking and assumed the attitude of one who is listening to a message being delivered to him, although he (Huc, a Roman Catholic priest) heard never a word. 'Then I must go', suddenly broke forth the lama, as if in response to a message.

"'Go where?' inquired the astonished 'lama of Jehovah', Huc. 'And with whom were you talking?'

"'To the lamasery of ***,' was the quiet answer. 'The Shaberon
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wants me; it was he who summoned me.'

"Now this lamasery was many days' journey from that of Koumboum, in which the conversation was taking place. But what seemed to astonish Huc the most was that, instead of setting off on his journey, the lama simply walked to a sort of cupola-room on the roof of the house in which they lived and another lama, after exchanging a few words, followed them to the terrace by means of the ladder and passing between them, locked and barred his companion in. Then turning to Huc after a few seconds of meditation, he smiled and informed the guest that 'he had gone'.

"'But how could he? Why have you locked him in, and the room has no issue?' insisted the missionary.

"'And what good would a door be to him?' answered the custodian. 'It is he himself who went away; his body is not needed, and so he left it in my charge.'"

It was three days before the lama returned to his body, and when he did Huc and his companion, Father Gäbet, were removed from the great monastery. Apparently the Shaberon had come to realize the duplicity of these religious interlopers and wanted them out of the country. The priests had not come to learn but to convert, as emmissaries of the false Christ, Looeamong, a Moon god.

A century or more earlier two Jesuits "invaded" Tibet and were so bold as to set up a chapel in Lhasa, but their ulterior motives were discovered. In 1948 the Austrian, Heinrich Harrer, was exploring the dark recesses of the great temple, Tsug Lag Khang: "In a dark, narrow passage I found a bell hanging from the roof. I could scarcely believe my eyes when I saw on it the inscription Te Deum Laudamus. It was probably the last relic of the chapel which the Catholic missionaries had built in Lhasa many centuries ago. They had not been able to maintain themselves in Tibet and had been obliged to leave. . . It is dark in the temple, not a ray of light penetrates from the outside and only the butter lamps on the altars shed their flickering gleam. . . It is packed with treasure, which is daily added to by fresh offerings. . . " (From "Seven Years in Tibet" E.P.Dutton, New York, 1954)

PAGAN POWER IS RUTHLESS

"Ran into some trouble over here with the Catholic run medical school and have been forced to transfer to another one that will allow me to take the 4th year medical clerkship in the United States, that the Catholics had originally promised. I've been as accommodating as I ever could be but the time came when there was a limit as to how much I could compromise my principles to their ruthless and brutal demands. They are not 'Christians' and frankly, referring to them as such in the media is a misnomer. Like you said last year, they are 'moon worshippers'.

"The thing I am trying to figure out is why it was my destiny to start my medical school year under them. I suppose God directed
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me there as I didn't have any money at the time and they would give you an education for free; but I guess I failed to act on my intuition and leave them once my finances improved. How we don't listen to our intuition and how costly it is to us all. Looking forward to seeing you again this trip home in May, and home for the 4th year in April 1985, hoping I can find a hospital somewhere in Southern California."

P.L., Studying Abroad

Yes, it comes as a great shock to nice-minded people to suddenly be exposed to the primary goals of an organized priesthood, power and money, and to realize they are dealing with a private corporation operating behind a religious facade. Many Americans were surprised to learn of the number of young people studying for a medical degree on the island of Grenada in the Caribbean sea when an Irish-American Catholic named Reagan practiced his ruthless gunboat diplomacy last year. This Associate had given me the reason in an earlier visit. By the time a would-be doctor finishes his education here in the United States he is $80,000 in debt. If he gets his medical degree abroad his debt is likely to be only about $18,000. But this is the way the American Medical Association keeps young doctors in line when they start their practice, to make sure they don't give unorthodox, unapproved prescriptions to their patients.

AN EXTRAORDINARY STORY ABOUT INCEST

"When it comes to incest, says psychotherapist Susan Forward, 'There's a built-in need in our society to disbelieve.' But Forward, who specializes in the treatment of incest victims and is a victim herself, has seen 'Something About Amelia' (an ABC television movie, Jan. 9, 1984) and she says the story about a 13-year old who has been sexually molested by her father is 80% fact.

"'It's an extraordinary movie. It is very real. The subject is never sensationalized or exploited. The accuracy of the feelings of the child, mother and father is superb. No one watching this will come away without understanding much more about incest.'

"Forward subtracts 20% for idealism. 'It's sugarcoated and romanticized in the sense that everybody goes into therapy and the father takes responsibility and it's all going to be OK. I wish that were true in more cases. If they were to have pictured a family as dysfunctional as most incest families are, the movie would not have had the hope that I think people need to keep watching.'

"One of the gaps between the TV drama and real life, Forward says, is the fact that many fathers -- or aggressors -- refuse to accept responsibility for what they've done and lack the capacity for remorse that she believes is the basis for successful therapy."

(Los Angeles "Times", Jan. 9, 1984)

Could it be that these remorseless fathers are good examples of the Earth-Form sub-humans identified and described by clairvoyant Ruth Shelton in her psychic researches, without morals or ethics?
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A CALL FOR PSYCHIC SELF-DEFENSE

"I wonder if you could some help in a problem of Psychic attack which has stayed at a certain intensity in some ways, some decreased and now with a young child it has increased. The history of the case is that Jean Smith, while employed with me, decided to separate from her husband Tom and seek divorce and custody of her children. Since then, Tom and Jean's father, Frank, allied together to force Jean to stay with Tom. After a long legal battle divorce and custody of the children were granted to Jean. From all reports I receive in this situation, 13-year old Anne, one of the daughters, is being used by the father -- hypnotized? -- to attack Jean. Anne appears to be deranged at times. Jean has had bad health for months, ending in back surgery. I've had attacks on various levels, too numerous to enumerate."

Dr. D.E., Neargo, South Dakota

You are up against an experienced operator of ritual magick, one who has developed a powerful Dweller on the Threshold, in a past life if not in this one, as a member of a priesthood, a witch coven or a Voodoo lodge. Disgruntled teenagers are usually the cause of family poltergeist phenomena and Anne, coming into puberty, is likely the main source of unpolarized sex energy, which the Dweller uses to attack you and the mother. I can put you on the Prayer List for some protection; but Jean is really your case, as you have a strong Aka Thread connection with her; so I'm sending you a copy of our little brochure on Psychic Self-Defense, Retro Me ($1.50) with powerful protective rituals which you should use daily. I'll use your letter as a "witness" for your defense. It is more than likely in this case that the vindictive operator -- either the father or the ex-husband -- considers you an occult ignoramus and is not taking the usual precaution of cleansing himself -- Ka-la in Kahuna terminology -- after sending out his Astral plane attacker. Thus he may experience considerable discomfort when his Dweller returns along the line of least magnetic resistance, after bouncing off your Wall of Light; for that violent energy must be expended somehow.

GUIDANCE FOR THIS CENTURY

"There is zero doubt in my mind that the Alice Bailey material is demonic. It should be easy for you to verify whether or not Lucis Publishing Company was incorporated in 1922 as Lucifer Publishing Company (Page 49 in Constance Cumby's 'The Hidden Dangers of the Rainbow) and if so to warn your readers. 'Cosmic Pulse of Life' and 'Spear of Destiny' both seem to feature Rudolph Steiner as the main source of guidance for this century, but you never quote him. Forgive my presumption in offering this advice. You should delete the Bailey/Lucifer material from future publications and give Steiner at least as much space. He says Ahriman is in a body now and that his main goal is to avoid publicity, to slink on the world scene unnoticed and unrecognized; so it is our duty to give him publicity."

M.D., St. Petersburg, Florida
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If you had taken the time and trouble to look up the definition of Lucifer in Webster's dictionary, as I have, you would see that Lucifer means "bringing light, the morning star", and of course the Morning Star is Venus, bright in the heavens now these clear January mornings in Southern California. Venus is our sister planet and if you, Constance Cumby and other Christian fanatics want to attribute evil to Venus that's your hangup; but you've fallen into a trap set by the priests of the Roman Catholic Church; for they have linked Lucifer with Satan for hundreds of years. The reason is not far to seek, and we find it in occult science.

"BETTER TO MARRY THAN TO BURN"

In our Western Mystery Tradition Venus is the physical symbol for the all-pervading Astral Light, creative energy, which some people mistakenly limit only to sex and thus equate sexual problems with evil, with temptation. As a young man training for the priesthood, Eliphas Levi knew it well and describes it thus in "Transcendental Magic": "The torrent of universal life is represented also in religious doctrines by the expiatory fires of hell. It is the instrument of initiation, the monster to be overcome, the enemy to subdue; it is this which brings to our evocations and to the conjurations of Goetic Magic such swarms of larvae and phantoms. Therein are preserved all the fantastic and fortuitous assemblages of forms which people our nightmares with such abominable monstrosities.

"To be sucked down by this whirling stream is to fall into abysses of madness more frightful than those of death; to expel the shades of this chaos and compel it to give perfect forms to our thoughts -- this is to be a man (or woman) of genius! It is to be victorious over hell, to create! The Astral Light directs the instincts of animals and offers battle to the intelligence of man, which it tries to pervert by the enticements of its reflections and the illusion of its images. It is a fatal and inevitable operation, directed and made still more calamitous by elementary spirits and suffering souls, whose restless wills seek out sympathies in our weakness and tempt us, but not so much to destroy as to win friends for themselves."

So it is no wonder that the Catholic priests, struggling to suppress their unstoppable sexual drive and its sensuous images, equated the Astral Light with evil -- and thus Lucifer with Satan. Levi came to his senses and dropped out of the training, followed Paul's advice and got married.

In her wholesale condemnation of all New Age movements, lawyer Constance Cumby shows herself to be an apt pupil of Ahriman rather than the orthodox Christ she admires. No reputable national publisher would touch her scurrilous diatribes against Alice Bailey, H. P. Blavatsky, Edgar Cayce, Buckminster Fuller, Donald Keys, Max Heindel, Amnesty International, Planetary Citizens, etc., so it comes out of the Bible Belt, Huntington House, Shreveport, Louisiana 71107, at $5.95 a copy. If she had known about Rudolph Steiner and Anthroposophy she would have added his name to her list, no doubt.
MIRO, HOIST BY THEIR OWN PETARD

Remember Sir Eric Gairy, former Prime Minister of Grenada? MIRO had the temerity to pull the rug out from under him in 1979 when he had the temerity to urge the United Nations to make a serious study of Flying Saucers! For the leader of any nation to even admit publicly that the Visitors and Aliens from outer space are even worth considering seriously is highly dangerous; for such a belief, such knowledge is a threat to all of our institutions, sacred and secular, based on the false belief that this is the only inhabited planet in the universe. Our Military-Industrial-Religious Oligarchy encouraged Gairy's chief political opponent, Bishop, to grab the throne while Gairy was out of the little island republic; but Bishop turned out to be even farther to the Left than Gairy and publicly opened Grenada to Cuban and Soviet influence, thus Reagan's invasion of the nation. Gairy, in exile near us in San Diego all these years, has now returned to his native country and is making political waves which may very well wash him up on the throne again, hah hah! Meanwhile, the Earl of Clancarty is under attack for having had the temerity to set up a Joint Committee for Studying Flying Saucers, for both Houses of Parliament in London; nevertheless he continues to invite Flying Saucer researchers to come to London and present their findings and conclusions to his Committee. We've even received one.

SPEAKING OF REAGAN: HIS SPACE STATION PROPOSAL

"When a president wants to impress voters with his grasp of the future, he has no better tool than the U.S. space program. Last year Ronald Reagan dedicated his own quest for 'the tremendous potential offered by the ultimate frontier of space'. Now the approach of election year 1984 encourages a loftier initiative. In his State of the Union message next month, Reagan is all but certain to propose that America build a permanent, manned space station. The open question among his advisers is whether he should even reach farther -- calling for a U.S. moon base, perhaps, or a piloted flight to Mars..."

"The main debate in the White House centers on whether the space station should be conceived as an end in itself or as a step toward further space exploration. Lobbyist James Muncy of 'Using Space for America' backs those who advocate 'big projects, those that will inspire people'. For one, Reagan might challenge the space program to build a permanent moon base by the year 2000, a project that Muncy thinks would create 35 million jobs, foster new technology and generate a $1 trillion space program. Presidential science adviser George Keyworth has urged NASA to think beyond the space station to 'revolutionary new adventures' such as the moon base or a manned flight to Mars...." ("Newsweek" Magazine, December 26, 1983) Amusing, isn't it, that the President should be so desperate to get reelected he would come out with a proposal which, in some ways, is even more radical than Jack Kennedy's now famous goal for the nation in April, 1961: to get to the Moon by 1970. It cost him his life; for MIRO doesn't take kindly to the idea that man-
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kind should be freed from the planet, and thus free from profitable control. Reagan's Republican predecessor, Nixon, cancelled the Apollo-Moon program as soon as he conveniently could. The same Forces which put Nixon in office are behind Reagan. Public knowledge that the Moon is already an inhabited space base would be catastrophic for them. The oppressed masses would turn from the earth Gods to the Gods from outer space to relieve them of their misery. So we question Reagan's sincerity in reversing MIRO policy and suddenly espousing an expanded space program, especially since he cut NASA's budget by $150 million for 1985!

SPEAKING OF REAGAN BUDGET CUTS

"Federal aid to state and local governments has been cut by a cumulative $42 billion during the first three years of the Reagan presidency, putting them in the greatest financial straits since the Great Depression, according to a report released by the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees union. The group said the report, by Fiscal Planning Services, Inc., showed deep cuts in education, health and human services, and public works. The immediate losers are 'middle and lower income families', said Gerald McEntee, president of the 1-million-member union. 'But all citizens will ultimately be losers,' he said." (LA "Times" 1/24/84)

AND TAX CUTS FOR THE WEALTHY, INCLUDING HIMSELF

"Most taxpayers were stunned this April 15th (1983) -- the biggest tax cut in the nation's history never trickled down to the tax tables (by which Americans figure their income taxes). But the tax cut did show up in grand style for the wealthiest Americans. For example, Ronald and Nancy Reagan saved $91,619 on their 1982 taxes due to legislation signed into law two years before by the President." (Democratic Report, Summer 1983)

AND OF ELF WAVES, NAZI STYLE?

"I have just finished reading 'The Spear of Destiny' by Trevor Ravenscroft and some thoughts about those mind-altering, ELF wave broadcasts from Russia came to mind. I have a recording of excerpts from talks by famous speakers. It includes a portion of one by Adolf Hitler. It is in German. Friends who have heard it are strangely affected by it. Is there a possibility that the speaker is broadcasting a certain brainwave frequency that tends to make hearers react in the desired manner, regardless of the content of the speech?"

E.D., Clearwater, Florida

Yours is the first query we've had along this line. It is possible that German researchers had clinically proven the effectiveness of Extreme Low Frequency waves -- 20 cycles per second or lower -- on human consciousness in the 1930s. We do know that Hitler's diatribes, broadcast over gigantic PA systems in German cities, were augmented with vibes from a 28 kilocycle transmitter mounted on the power pole, to augment the power of his spoken words. On
top of that, of course, was the backing of a great Prince of Darkness, Otto von Bismarck who himself is overshadowed by the false Christ, Looeamong. Then tracing the source of Hitler's great hypnotic power on out into Space, Cosmic Evil, we would probably come to the Great Bear constellation, mentioned in the "Treatise on Cosmic Fire" by the Master D.K. writing through Alice Bailey. Hitler may be gone but Bismarck and Looeamong are still here, as are the Insectoid Invaders from the Great Bear in their Flying Saucers.

EXTERNALIZATION OF THE HIERARCHY, ONE MEMBER

"I was on Broadway in New York City several years ago. It was about 12:30. The sun was shining and it was a beautiful day! I saw this man in front of me wearing the most beautiful shoes which attracted my attention. Otherwise I would never have looked. I thought, 'That's unusual to see such good looking shoes', so I looked to see what else he was wearing. He was carrying a black walking stick with a silver knob, no handle or anything, just a knob. He carried a beige topcoat on his left arm and he was wearing a beige brim hat and tweed suit. There were little flecks of heliotrope, blue and green in it, beautifully done.

"I wondered, 'Where did this man come from? He looks like he just stepped out of Carnaby Street (London) with such clothes on!'

"By that time we were at the street corner and the light turned red. I looked at his face and saw that he was Chinese or Asian. While looking I got the feeling I was trespassing -- that I was doing something I shouldn't be doing. Then I thought, 'Why, that's my imagination!'

"The light changed and I ran across the street so I could watch him coming toward me, he walked so slowly and jauntily, but when I got there he was no where to be seen! Some time later when Kennedy was being elected, I said to my husband, 'Instead of listening to all those political reports on TV, let's go out to Bill's house on Long Island for one of his trance sessions.'

"When the service started we were the first ones called on. Bill said, 'We have a visitor here for Edith and Bob.' His psychic hostess, a teen ager, said, 'I dont know whether or not I can pronounce his name. It's very odd.'

"After listening to her attempt to pronounce the name I suggested, 'Do you mean Master Djwal Kul?' and he answered through Bill in a very deep voice, 'Yes, it is.'

"I greeted him in Hindu. He replied with the most beautiful chant that I had ever heard. I was electrified from my feet to my head. I was tingling!! 'May I ask you a question?' He replied yes. 'Is it possible I saw you on Broadway and 45th street at such and such a time?' 'You did and I apologize. I was on a very important mission and I couldn't let anyone interfere.' Then I understood why I felt as if I were trespassing when I looked at his face that day.'" (From "PSI Review", May 1983)
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BORDERLAND RESEARCH WITH A TENS DEVICE

"I obtained an ELF device from Ed Skilling (May-June 1982 RR) hoping to experiment with improving my wife's condition, Parkinsons' Disease. At that time, for the first time in my life, I had a spinal disc problem. The doctor recommended I stay in bed several days and prescribed expensive medication. I discontinued this after the first day because it did not help the pain but made me feel sick.

"It didn't occur to me to try the TENS device until the third day. I applied one electrode to my hip and the other to the upper part of one knee, using the earth frequency of 7.8 cycles per second. I did not like the effect. I moved the rate dial back to 0 with my left hand and held a pendulum over the TENS with my right. At 3.8 Hertz or cps the pendulum circled widely in a clockwise direction. So I left the rate dial at that setting for 25 minutes. The pain was soon completely gone, for hours! But I also felt a general improvement that involved more than the condition I was trying to help.

"I had also gone to a chiropractor, whose two X-rays confirmed the MD's diagnosis. Both were of the opinion that the back would take months to correct. The chiropractor was working on my back during the time I used the TENS. At the third visit he said, 'What have you done besides what I recommended that you do?' When I told him he said, 'You do not have to come back. You know how to solve the problem yourself.'

"I think different areas of the body -- and different physical conditions -- require different frequencies of ELF waves. The charts doctors and hospitals use are not specific enough. This is why some people respond well to treatment, others don't. For my liver the pendulum indicated a helpful rate of .8 Hertz. The results are excellent, so far. The best rate for my wife's condition was indicated at .5 Hertz, with one electrode on her upper part of her spine and the other at her feet. Her response has been good but it is too early to tell how effective it will be."

B.C., Tampa, Florida

PHYSICAL REACTION TO MIND MANIPULATION

"About ten months ago someone began concentrating on me at specific times each day in an effort to affect me through my subconscious. This had been going on for several months when a capillary under my left eye broke and flooded the area beneath my skin with blood. After the blood was absorbed and the skin no longer red, that area began vibrating whenever the aforementioned person concentrated on me at their usual time. Whenever the vibration was particularly strong the bridge of my nose and an area under my right eye seemed to vibrate in sympathy. I'd appreciate it very much if you'd take the time and trouble to inform me as to what is transpiring and whether this physical-effect-at-a-distance might have significance? Thanking you in advance."

R.D., Washington D.C.
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Your question poses more questions, Bob. How do you know this person is concentrating on you? Did they tell you they were going to do it and are doing it? Or do you just suspect them? If they did say they were going to concentrate on you, why? Just to prove to sceptical you that telepathy is possible? Or for malicious mischief? If the latter, what did you do to them to arouse such antagonism? Your emotional reaction to this "attack" is highly important because if you have guilt feelings from having done wrong, then a part of you may believe -- rightly or wrongly -- that you deserve to suffer for your misdeeds. This holds the door open to such a psychic attack. If you don't care to suffer this way then it is up to you to close it.

Remember, one of the great vices of mankind is love of power over others. Nowhere is this more obvious than in Washington, D.C. If this person whom you believe is sending bothersome thoughts your way is doing it knowing that you are suffering as a consequence, then they enjoy what they are doing and will continue doing it, dishing it out, as long as you will take it. The enclosed brochure, "Retro Me, The Art Of Psychic Self-Defense", is for people like yourself who know nothing about occult science and have no belief in it. If you have suffered to the point where you will try anything, try one or two of the protective rituals described therein, every day, night and morning if necessary, until your attacker gives up.

1983 ANNUAL REPORT
Receipts from Book Sales, Memberships, Donations $18211.33
Cost of Goods Sold 19306.45
Gross Profit (Loss) 1095.12

EXPENSES: Salaries, Taxes, Rent, Repairs, Supplies, Insurance, Utilities, Depreciation, Car, $17383.97

Net Operating Loss 27.76

BALANCE SHEET, End of 1983

Current Assets:
Cash On Hand 4240.52
Inventory 2461.15 6701.67

Fixed Assets:
Equipment and Furniture 2141.46
Ref Library 4982.97 7124.43

Total Assets 13826.10

Current Liabilities
Notes Payable 0
Accounts Payable
Accrued Rent 14600.00
Accrued Sal. 96010.00
461 Unfulfilled Memberships 2766.00

Total Liabilities 113376.00

Volume XXXX of the Round Robin Journal of Borderland Research and we look forward again to another year of gathering unusual information and publishing or re-publishing for the aficionados of the borderland.
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BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD, SPOOKS!

Speaking of the nation's power center, Washington, D.C. we are reminded of the mind-manipulating studies and practices of certain government agencies centered there. It occurred to us some time ago that one of these agencies decided to keep its "spooks" in practice by manipulating the minds of the players of the Washington "Redskins" football team -- as well as the minds of their opponents. Such witchcraft has a powerful incentive in the form of millions of dollars in gambling winnings, and these un-vouchedered funds dont have to be accounted for. Texas voodoo brought millions in gambling winnings to the pockets of the owners of the Dallas "Cowboys" for years. Sports writers could account for the phenomenal winning record of the Cowboys by writing of the "Dallas Mystique" -- until the 1983 season when the Redskins beat the Cowboys decisively on their home field in Dallas, and the "mind over matter" crown passed from Dallas to Washington.

The government Spooks proved their "mastery of matter" for sure when the Los Angeles "Rams" went to Washington for the playoffs, and were decisively beaten by the lopsided score of 51 to 7. One of the best defensive ends in the business, Jack Youngblood, summed it up pretty clearly in a television interview after the game: "We Rams couldn't do anything right. The Redskins couldn't do anything wrong." We dont know what magickal technique the backers of the Washington Redskins are using to make their games a sure thing, but the clinically-proven, mind-altering ELF waves used by the Russians in their Woodpecker broadcasts from Kiev, Gomel and Riga furnish a clue.

The government Spooks proved their "mastery of matter" for sure when the Los Angeles "Rams" went to Washington for the playoffs, and were decisively beaten by the lopsided score of 51 to 7. One of the best defensive ends in the business, Jack Youngblood, summed it up pretty clearly in a television interview after the game: "We Rams couldn't do anything right. The Redskins couldn't do anything wrong." We dont know what magickal technique the backers of the Washington Redskins are using to make their games a sure thing, but the clinically-proven, mind-altering ELF waves used by the Russians in their Woodpecker broadcasts from Kiev, Gomel and Riga furnish a clue.

In their monitoring of the Russian Extreme Low Frequency broadcasts, Dr. Puharich, Bob Beck and Bill Bise have noted the persistent use of the 6.66 cycles per second rate and the 10.8 Hertz or cps rate. Clinical testing of these rates on humans proved that 10.8 is stimulating and 6.66 is depressing. "Never," says Puharich, "have the Soviets been found to broadcast the positive, 7.8-8 Hertz Sun-Earth rate."

If I wanted to affect the outcome of a football game in my favor, I would make up 48 little black boxes capable of broadcasting on the scale illustrated here. 24 of the ELF wave generators would be set to vibrate at 6.66. These would be "tuned", each of them, with a signature and/or photo of a player on the opposing team, turned on and left on throughout the game. The other 24 resonators would be "tuned" with a "witness" signature or photo of the members of my team and set at the 10.8 rate and left on throughout the game. The Kahuna magi-
cians of Hawaii call the witness "The Bait". This mind-altering principle has been used in their practice of pagan power for hundreds of years, and with great success! -- for healing and uplifting others or for manipulating them for selfish purposes.

A CONTEST OF WILLS

What happens when the proprietors of two different magickal systems fight for supremacy? Victory goes to the magician who has the stronger will. Pete Axthelm, sportswriter for "Newsweek" magazine: "Just hours before the Super Bowl, Los Angeles 'Raiders' boss Al Davis was stalking his Tampa hotel suite, chomping at his nails, looking for something to worry about. Suddenly his dark visage blazed, 'I'm worried about overconfidence,' Davis said triumphantly. 'Our guys know how much they can dominate their guys.'

"That evening, after the Raiders had crushed the Washington Redskins by the Super Bowl record margin of 38-9, the renegade who has beaten the National Football League system in courtrooms and stadiums alike returned to his theme. 'We could've scored more if we had kept throwing deep in the fourth quarter,' Davis said mercilessly. 'We can dominate anybody. In 9 of our 19 games this year, the opposing quarterback didn't finish."

"We don't sit around hoping for turnovers or time of possession or those other cliches. We beat you up, knock you out early. We dominate.' Surrounded by proud old Raider veterans at his victory party, Davis raised a fist bejeweled with a Super Bowl ring and a diamond bracelet. 'Domination. How I love that word...'

"The swashbuckling fear-inducing style of all the black-clad heroes begins with the owner. A relentless, eccentric genius (appropriate words for a pagan magician, RHC) Davis is often harder to figure than his excellent teams is almost chilling. After accepting the trophy last week, he was quick to mention his move to Los Angeles as well as the 'harassment' his players are suffering during the league's appeal of the move from Oakland. But such brashness was balanced within hours as Davis and his wife Carol, radiant and overjoyed, recalled the dark time years ago when she suffered a severe stroke -- and her cold and ruthless husband sat at her bedside around the clock for weeks until he virtually talked her out of her coma." ("Newsweek", Feb. 6, 1984)

Yes, Davis spent 12 to 14 hours a day at the hospital, by his wife's bedside, endlessly telling his wife to "wake up", for 17 days. This is a most revealing indication of the one-pointed will of the owner of the Raider football team. Such determination is rare among mortals on this planet, and a powerful lesson to the government Spooks.
backing the Redskins football team with their magick. The Psychic Warfare divisions of the CIA, the FBI, the ONI, the NSA, etc. should invite Al Davis as a guest lecturer on the practical uses of the 1st Ray, the Ray of raw willpower. They'll need all the instruction and help they can get as the Psychic Warfare between the nations of the Eastern bloc and the Western bloc heats up -- including mental support for our Olympic athletes, and protection against mental tampering from the East. The Russian magicians have a 20-year head start on our Spooks, with their "win at any price" program.

BUT SELFISH USE OF TAMPER RAY POWER HAS ITS PRICE!

Back in December 1983 when the sports writers were filling their columns with details on the players, the teams and their owners in the Playoffs, there was this revealing item about the owner of the most successful team up to that time, the Dallas Cowboys, Clint Murchison, Jr. This Texas Croesus has been paralyzed for three years. With all his millions at least he can suffer in comfort.

We have this warning from the Master Hilarion: "Should any seek to use the devas with deliberate intent for selfish or destructive purposes, let him beware! Eventually the result will be disaster; for the note he sounds will be a false one, setting up a dissonance with the creative note of the divine Will; upon this discord the (lower elemental) deva essence will vibrate with greater and greater momentum until the man can no longer control it. Gradually the increasing vibration will begin to disintegrate his bodies until finally they will be destroyed by paralysis, apoplexy, or by the slower process of some cancerous disease.

"Finally I say, this may not happen in one life. Be it known to you that those who in Atlantis and even in later times thus trafficked with the devas, have been forced to re-incarnate with the discord which they themselves created still sounding within them; vibrating ever upon their etheric matter it causes ill-health, disease or death according to its strength and their own weakness. It must eventually be transmuted by man himself into harmony through service and through love; and he is ready to be 'cured' only when his note peals forth once more in unison..." (From Challoner's "Watchers of the Seven Spheres")

"PAIRS SKATING IS A SOVIET DOMAIN"

The above revealing line is from Los Angeles "Times" staff writer Alan Greenberg's report from the Winter Olympics at Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, "and Sunday night (Feb. 12th) was no different. The gold medal went to Elena Valova and Oleg Vasiliev, the No. 1 Soviet pair, the 1983 world champions -- and the nine judges' unanimous choice. Soviet skaters have now won the pairs competition at each of the last six Winter Olympics. Third place went to the No. 2 Soviet team, Larissa Seleznева and Oleg Makarov. Seleznева and Makarov were tied for second with the Carrutherses (an American pair) after Friday night's short program, but the Carrutherses edged them out with an electrifying performance. . . . " Significant, isn't it? That the Russian pair
skaters should come up with flawless performances year after year after year while Canadian, American, British pairs performances are usually flawed by spills or accidents. Such consistencies defy the law of averages, and there's only one way to do it, magick! To even the contests the Soviets are going to force us to have Olympic magicians as well as athletes!

BSRF No. 24-J-A: "THE FOURTH WAY, OF THE SLY MAN OR ADEPT" This is largely a review of the lives of the Hungarian Adept, Francis Rakoczi. This Regent of the West seem to have had more to do with the shaping of our present civilization than any other individual. This is indicated by his series of lives in Europe, especially that of Sir Francis Bacon. As Poet he wrote the great Plays under the name of Wm. Shakespeare. As Statesman he helped finance and encourage the Protestant colonization of North America and established the principles of Scientific Research. As Occult Scientist he reformed and revitalized the Masonic and Rosicrucian fraternities. As Philosopher he established the English language as the great educational and communicational tool of the West, through the Plays and through supervision of the translation -- and formalizing of the style -- of the King James version of the Bible. He was Proclus, Greek philosopher of the Fourth Century and before that, St. Alban, the soldier-martyr of the 3rd Century. He was also Roger Bacon, magician-scientist of the 13th Century. $3.50, postpaid.

BSRF No. 19-B: "APPLICATION OF TESLA'S TECHNOLOGY IN TODAY'S WORLD" The Winter Olympics are being held in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia, and we are celebrating them in our own way with a lecture on the scientific discoveries of one of the greatest mental athletes of modern times, Nikola Tesla, the Serbian. In this talk we go into a non-technical discussion of "what the Russians are doing with Tesla’s High Powered, Pulsed, Low Frequency, Electro-Magnetic Standing Waves, Impact of these Waves on Meteorological Conditions and on the Human Brain, Military Applications" etc., with much material drawn from a paper by Dr. Andrija Puharich on "the zapping of America". We are giving the talk at the Anderson Research Center, 2942 Francis Ave., Los Angeles, California 90005, April 27, 1984, 8 p.m., Donation. Xeroxed copies of the talk available at BSRF hq, $4.50 postpaid.